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Abstract
The following paper describes functionality of navigation systems interfaces in the newly developed
shiphandling simulator for the inland navigation (called InSim) at Maritime University of Szczecin. It is
based on analysis of radar interface and conning touch screen that has been designed for the simulator.

Introduction

information but also to present it in the most convenient way [3]. So, an interface is indirectly a part
of a decision making process. It is both initializing
and regulating the process. Information analysis
depends on time, it is required to find it, its amount
and form of presentation (graphical, text, numerical, etc.) [2]. Additionally, it is necessary to take
current operator’s needs into account. Those needs
are at the same time dependent on navigational
situation.
From the operator point of view usability and
functionality of available interfaces have a direct
impact on time and result of information analysis
and by this regulates the decision making process.

Wheelhouse of the simulator has been designed
accordingly with European Union regulations, so
the wheelman can carry out all his duties while
conducting navigation [1]. Simulator has been built
as a one person station hence means were taken to
allow the operator to carry out all his duties without
leaving his chair, giving him access to every device
necessary to monitor and control simulated vessel.
Radar screen is visible at all time. Independently
from those requirements, construction of the simulator was planned with ergonomics and human
factor taken into account. Due to specifics of constructed environment, that is wheelhouse of an
inland unit, work ergonomics depends highly on
functionality of navigation devices interfaces. One
of the most innovative elements in the simulator is
a touch screen based, conning interface, which is
used not only as an information source but also for
controlling and steering.

Comparison or radar equipment used
in marine and inland navigation
Radar devices, both in inland shipping and on
open seas, should assist in conducting safe navigation and in preventing collisions. It is possible by
providing operator with a set of data about other
ships, obstructions, navigation objects and coastline.
Taking differences between marine and inland
navigation into consideration, different functionality between radars can be expected. Two radars have
been compared below: inland radar JRC (Japan
Radio Co., Ltd) JMA-610 and marine radar Furuno
FAR-2805 (Fig. 1).

Importance of functionality
The most basic action in the decision making
process is gathering information, that can be later
on analyzed by an operator [2]. Computer interface
or more accurate – human-machine interface – is a
medium between external sensors and the operator.
But function of an interface is not only to deliver
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which makes representation of every object and
coastline to be more accurate and detailed.
Size of a radar screen is reduced due to the size
of a wheelhouse itself and available area. This also
is a reason why the radar screen is positioned vertically. However, this allows for displaying additional information, which has additional impact on
safety (autopilot parameters, rate of turn, rudder
angle, available depth or course over ground).
Fig. 1. Radar screens: JMA-610 (left) and FAR-2805 (right) [4]

Functionality of a touch screen based on
conning interface

Specific set of parameters have been compared
in table 1: basic radar functions, screen characteristic and work parameters. Function of automatic
object tracking was not taken into account. It is
obligatory required from every marine radar (due to
regulations issued by International Maritime Organization, namely A.823(19) and MSC.192(79)) but
radars used in inland shipping do not have to meet
such requirements.
Comparing basic radar functions shows that the
need to use radar on small units is an important
factor that determines its capabilities. Inland shipping is mostly concerned with navigation in restricted areas. This means that for majority of time
only small ranges and relative motion, head up
mode are used. Such settings are also preferred by
operators. Using additionally electronic range and
bearing markers, trials (also in true motion mode)
and parallel lines allows for precision control and
monitoring of planned track, as well as distance to
other units during overtaking and passing. Small
radar ranges allows for using short radar impulses

Contrary to the radar, touchscreen conning interface was designed and programmed solely for its
application in InSim simulator. It is based on resistive touch screen Astraada AS40 TFT 1227 with
following technical specification:
 Screen size 12.1 inch.;
 TFT LCD with resolution of 800600;
 65,535 colors;
 Connectivity: RS232/422/485, Ethernet, USB;
 64 MB RAM, 16 MB ROM.
Dedicated application Astraada HMI CFG
1.2.91 was used for designing the interface. It offers
graphic environment that allows for importing
external pictures and textures, configuration of
every element and implementing scripts written in
C programming language.
One of the main concerns during the process of
designing was integration of informative and controlling functionality. Size of the screen was chosen, so that it could be placed close to an operator

Table 1. Comparison of JMA-610 and FAR-2805 radars [5, 6]
Function / parameter
Screen
Input
Available range
Distance resolution and
minimal range of detection
Accuracy of range / bearing
measurement
Available presentation
modes
Off centre
EBL / VRM
Parallel Index Lines
Trails

JMA-610
PPI horizontal screen diameter 270 mm
Trackball and function buttons arranged on
external panel
0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2, 4, 8, 16 i 32 km

FAR-2805
28" high resolution horizontal screen
Trackball and function buttons arranged on external
panel
0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 i 96 Mm

Less than 15 m

35 m

±1% of range or ±5 m / less than 1

±1% of range ±15 m / ±1
Relative Motion: North-Up, Head-Up, Head-Up TB,
Course-Up
True Motion: North-Up

Relative Motion: Head-Up
Ability to move ownship position afterwards
in three steps 60, 40 and 20% of range
2/2
2
Two types (True and Relative) of variable
lenght: from 2 scans to 6 minutes
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Ability to move ownship position up to 70% of range
2/2
Parallel lines wheel with regulated distance between
lines
Two types (True and Relative) dependent on presentation mode. Variable lenght from 30 seconds to 30
minutes
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Fig. 2. Alphaline MFC-TS (Touch screen) [4]

and at the same time would not restrict field of
view nor hamper access to other devices (Fig. 3).
At the same time it reduces amount and type of
information that can be displayed and available
functionality. Process of designing was focused on
availability and readability of information and
comfort of handling. It was also important to take
advantage of the single-point touch screen functionality.
In existing interfaces attention is focused on the
form of presented information so very often whole
screen area is used for displaying a single set of
navigation data. Alphaline MFC-TS (Touch screen)
can be used as an example. To access any other set
of data an operator needs to change displayed
screen and this is made by using one of the physical
keys (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. View of the InSim wheelhouse. Touch-screen conning
interface visible on the left

Fig. 4. Conning interface. Main screen: Lights
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Taking information availability into consideration, such approach results in reduced functionality.
For example the operator has access only to hydrometeorological data or to Doppler log screen. It
forces the operator to take action every time it is
required to obtain different type of data. Moreover,
a minimum time required to find and access desired
information depends on operator’s ability to memorize sequence of all screens. Altogether, it makes
more difficult to access specified set of navigation
data, especially in dangerous situations, where elevated stress level extends time of decision making
process.

Designing touch screen interface for the purpose
of InSim simulator, it was decided to divide the
screen into two parts in 1:2 proportion. Right part is
designed as a main screen, while the left one is
composed of six small areas. Those areas do not
change in any other mode or function of the interface and provide access to basic set of navigation
data connected with six different devices:
• DGPS receiver – geographic position, course
and speed over ground;
• Telegraph (Controls) – current order and engine
parameters;
• Lights – status of navigation and deck lights;

Fig. 5. Conning interface. All main screens
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Final remarks

• Doppler log – speed over ground or speed
through water;
• Anemometer – relative wind direction and
speed;
• Echo sounder – available depth under the keel.
At the same time each of those six areas is
active and touching it will change the main screen
giving the operator access to extended information
and functionality connected with specific device /
area. Functionality of all main screens (Fig. 4) are
as follows:
 DGPS main screen provides additionally information about accuracy of the position and option
to change speed unit;
 Controls main screen gives access to information about order on every propeller / thruster
with graphic representation. Option to give engine order from the screen is also possible and it
is being tested;
 Lights main screen apart from status, gives control over light system, both navigation and deck,
it also gives access to whistle and bell (Fig. 4);
 Doppler log main screen gives control over
speed units, log distance and type of displayed
speed;
 Wind main screen shows both relative and true
wind speed and direction, air temperature and
gives control over displayed units;
 Echo sounder main screen gives control over
displayed units.
Such design allowed to construct interface with
constant arrangement, providing basic set of navigation information without a need for operator
action, available in any work mode.
Amount and type of information on every screen
was based on availability of data from other devices
and on authors’ personal experience.
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Functionality of an interface without any doubts
is highly dependent on amount of displayed information, type of presentation and its arrangement.
Optimizing those elements should minimize time of
decision making process and improving its output.
Despite its significance there is still no uniform
method to develop functional interfaces for inland
shipping.
InSim as a simulator dedicated for inland navigation creates a new possibility for evaluation and
testing different types of interfaces that can be used
on inland ships. Having touch screen, programmable platform opens a way for long-term researches
that should help evaluating and improving interface
functionality.
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